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1. Introduction. We shall consider the Cauchy problem for a
system of partial differential equations for a system of unknown functions u--u(t, x) (--1,
k) of two independent real variables $ and
x:
k),
(/= 1,
3tu,==P,(3)u
where P,() are polynomials in with constant complex coefficients.
Using vector-matrix notations we can write for the above system of
equations as
(1)
u P()u
1,...
where ut--(u,, l $1,... k) and P()--(p, ()....:).
Let be a Iinear space of (generalized) complex vector valued
functions on R such that 3c c 3’,x) where the topology o the space
on the left side of c is finer than that of the space on the right side of

...,

...,

,

C.

-

The Cauchy problem for the equation (1) is said to be forward
well posed on the interval [0, r] (r0), if and only if the following
two conditions are satisfied.
1) (Unique existence of the solution) For any e there exists
a unique -valued solution u*=u(t, x) of (1) for t e [0, r] with the initial
condition u*(0, x)=uo(x).
2) (Continuity of solution with respect to the initial value) If the
then the solution ut=u*(t, x) o (1)
initial value u0 tends to zero in
with the initial value u(0, x)=Uo(X) also tends to zero in uniformly
for t e [0, ].
Since the operator P(3) does not depend on the time variable t,
we can easily see that the forward -well posedness does not depend
on r>0, hence we can simply use the forward -well posedness without mentioning the interval [0, r].
Making use of the Fourier transform with respect to the space
variable x

uo

,

...,

k, where 3 denotes
1) u’ e3 (3’) means that up e3 (3’) for every /=1,
the set of all rapidly decreasing C functions on R and 3’ means the dual space
of 3.
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the Cauchy problem of the equation (1) can be formally reduced to that
of the ordinary differential equation for the -valued unknown function
v=v(t, )
(2)
3tv P(i)v
where is the Fourier transform of ft.
It is well known that for some function spaces, for example for
or (_q)), the necessary and sufficient condition for the forward
if-well posedness of (1) is given by the Petrovski correctness "The
real parts of all eigen-values of the matrix P(i) are bounded above
for e R1.
In this note we shall show that the Petrovski correctness is necessary for the -well posedness of (1) provided that ’.
2. The necessity of the Petrovski correctness. In the case
2’, the necessity of the Petrovski correctness for the forward
-well posedness comes from the following proposition.
Proposition. If P(i) does not satisfy the Petrovski correctness,
then, for the solution v-=v*(t, ) of the equation (2), we can construct
a sequence of initial values v() C(R) such that v-O in
as n
-c, but, at t=>0, v(r, )Tz0 in S’ as n--.c.
To prove this proposition, let -----]() be eigen-value of P(i) such
that
]()=Max { 2() ]= 1, ..., k}.
And we use following lemmas, of which we shall omit the proof.
Lemma 1. There exist e N and h e Z ) and a normahzed5) eigenvector Vto() of P(i) corresponding to the eigen-value () such that, for
>=R with a sufficiently large R>0,
() a/tf(-l/t),
v() f(-ln),
(v0())=(vl(),
v()), where f() and f () are regular analytic for
Ii__<R and f(0):/=0.
Lemma 2. Let > 0 and p e C(R) be such that

,

-

-

supp (p) c [-- 1, 1],

p() >__ O,

[’
J-

p()d-- 1,

and let

v)() =exp (--2-1(1 + 2)’)p(-a)v0(),
where vo() is the eigen-vector of P(i) given in Lemma 1.
Then, there exists R>R >0 such that v.)c for >=R1 and
--.0 in

as a--. +

Lemma 3. Let () and Vo() be the same as above, and () >=0
2) Cf. [1] and [2] of the references
3) By C(R 1) we denote the set of all complex valued C functions on R with

compact support.
4) N=the set of all natural numbers Z=the set of all rational integers
5) Iv*l=(F,=l Iv,1)1/2=1, if v’=(Vl,...,
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function such that ,()=0 for <=R and ,()=1 for >=R + 1.

0 and r O,
Ct()--() exp (-2-(1 + 2)’--ir]())t0()) e 3
Proof of Proposition. Let v)() be the vector given in Lemma 2,
which is also an eigen-vector of P(i) corresponding to the eigen-value
](), and put
v)(t, ) =exp (t())v().
Then v=v)(t, ) (tO) is the solution of the equation (2) with the
initial condition v)(0, )=v)(). By Lemma 2 we have v)0 in 3
as a+. Now assume that
]() is not bounded above for 0
.) Then, by Lemma 1, we have hl and f(0)=a0. Let
() be the unction given in Lemma 3. Then, i aR + 1, we have

Then, for any

"),

=.[ ($)p($--a) exp (r Re ]()--(1 + )’)d
=_ p(--a) exp (r Re ]()-- (1 + )’)d.
And, as

p(--oOd 1
d-

by mean value theorem,

(v)(r, .), (.)}--exp (r Re ()--(1 + )’)
with some $ e(a--l,a+l). But, as Re]()--n(a+/()), where 6()
-0 as -.c, taking such that Oh/(21), we have, as
where ()-*0 as

+c.

-.c.

This shows that

v,)(r, .)0 in
Q.E.D.

As the Fourier transform is an isomorphic and homeomorphic
mapping of onto and of
onto ’, we obtain, in consequence

’

Proposition, the following theorem.
Theorem. Let ’, where the topology of the space on
the left side of
Then
is finer than that of on the right side of
the Petrovski correctness is necessary for the Cauchy problem of
the equation (1) to be forward if-well posed.

.
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6) ’-(1, "’,vD if v’--(vl,
vD, hence (v’, ’)=lvi
7) The proof goes quite similarly, when e() is not bounded above for

<=<o.
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